Pilsen, September 2nd, 2022
Press Release – Severals, Kafkaesque

Four-piece band Severals from Pilsen, Czech Republic, is slowly but surely uncovering their
debut LP Algorithm, having so far released 4 singles and one music video.
“In pursuit of growth and success, one often has to make sacrifices, put their integrity on the
line and ruin the lives of others, becoming ever more selfish and indifferent to the ones around
them. Superficial success has its price”
This is the idea behind the theme of the song Kafkaesque, which creates a dark atmosphere
with heavy guitar riffs accompanied by dark electronic elements and synths. The song also
features an unexpected guest – american rapper Sinizter who’s seen rapid growth in his genre
in the past few years and his performance pushes the song even further.
Kafkaesque, just as the whole LP was recorded in the private studio owned by Pavel Chyska,
a Prague-based producer – his portfolio includes bands like Fall from Everest, Lighthouse
keeper and his own band Monsters and Motherships. Mix and Master was done by Australia’s
Lance Prenc, who has worked on music by bands including Thornhill, Alpha Wolf, Polaris and
Diamond Construct.
The music video was written, filmed, directed and produced by Severals Frontman Dominik
Fencl and it stars Boris Alexander in two parallel stories of one individual.
The first story depicts our hero being introduced to a care-free life of luxury, as he’s brought
into a high-end apartment, given plenty of food, drink and entertainment. He tastes the life of
success, but he’s soon met with the reality that nothing is free, he accomplishes nothing.
The parallel story shows him being thrown into a dirty dungeon, where he must fight for himself.
He shows strength and determination by brute force, as he ultimately earns his freedom and
escapes captivity. However, he pays a heavy price as he puts his goal above all and he takes
another person’s life.
What will the rest of Algorithm be like? We’ll find out this December, when the album releases
in full.
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